Your Daily Blessing - Are you seeking BREAKTHROUGHS in your life? (June 11,
2008)
"Journaling, the writing out of our prayers and God's answers, provides a great new
freedom in hearing God's voice." Dr. Mark Virkler
Then the LORD answered me and said: "Write the vision and make it plain on tablets,
That he may run who reads it.” (Habakkuk 2:2)
Are you seeking BREAKTHROUGHS in your life?
Do you need a DESTINY COACH to discover and fulfill your life purpose?
Do you need help to GET ORGANIZED?
If so, then REGISTER NOW for this free introductory webinar (web seminar) titled
"UNCOMMON Journaling for Breakthroughs!"
Dr. Randy Peck, a physician and Lifeforming Leadership Coach focused on WELLNESS
of leaders, businesses, and communities, is one of the most experienced journalers in the
world. For several years, journaling has been his LEAD DOMINO in all areas of LIFE,
including faith, family, finances, fitness, and freedom.
While Dr. Peck first began formal daily spiritual journaling in January 2002, he began
experiencing much more profound breakthroughs and UNCOMMON connections after
he began keeping a sophisticated online journal on January 1, 2004. Dr. Peck's journals
are extremely well organized with tables of contents, making reviews and searches quick
and easy.
Dr. Jerry Graham is one of the most experienced LIFE Focus (Destiny) coaches in the
world. He has more than 3,500 hours of professional paid life coaching experience and
has coached well over 200 Christian leaders through a LIFE Focus process.
Now these TEAM DESTINY coaches want to share their wealth of experiences to bless
YOU in UNCOMMON ways. Take a step toward discovering and fulfilling YOUR
destiny and REGISTER TODAY for one of these FREE webinars titled "UNCOMMON
Journaling for Breakthroughs!"
Wednesday, June 11, Noon - 1 pm
Thursday, June 12, 4-5 pm
Thursday, June 12, 8-9 pm

Bill Gates (Microsoft) says, "If we don't act on a good idea within 24 hours, we are less
than 50% likely to ever act on it. If we haven't acted on it inside of days, then we are less
than 2% likely to ever act on it."
Space is limited.
Reserve your Webinar seat now at:
https://www.webinars777.com/register.php?webinar_id=0000022
Prayer Power
Heavenly Father, we praise You as the God of purpose, the God of destiny. Thank
you for lining up all the circumstances to make this UNCOMMON Journaling
webinar possible. May many people choose to reorder their priorities and seize this
UNCOMMON opportunity to experience breakthroughs in their lives. Bless each
participant in UNCOMMON ways. Multiply this UNCOMMON invitation through
the web, Your supernatural highway of communication. Thank You Jesus. Amen
and hallelujah!
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